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A new measurement technique for light reflected back from a Remote Passive Phase sensor is demonstrated, and extensions of the technique to multielement arrays of sensors are proposed. A pulsed light source and a two-beam compensator interferometer facilitate processing to derive a stable signal. Alternatively a continuous light source of low coherence length or a polarized light source may be employed in conjunction with the compensator.

Remote Passive Phase Sensor
ABSTRACT

A new measurement technique for light reflected back from a Remote Passive Phase sensor is demonstrated, and extensions of the technique to multielement arrays of sensors are proposed. A pulsed light source and a two-beam compensator interferometer facilitate processing to derive a stable signal. Alternatively a continuous light source of low coherence length or a polarized light source may be employed in conjunction with the compensator.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

This technical memorandum documents a presentation to the Third International Conference on Optical Fiber Sensors, OFS '85 San Diego, CA, Feb. 13-14, 1985. A short summary is published in the proceedings of that conference. This work was supported by the NUSC Independent Exploratory Development Program, Project No. B-50031, Task Area ZF6612001, Program Element 62766N, Sponsoring Activity, NAVMAT 05D, Principal Investigator, E.L. Green, Code 3321.
We wish to measure modulation of the phase of light in one or more single mode fiber sensors. These sensors are deployed remotely by means of optical fiber leads; apart from the light which they modulate, they are unpowered and passive. In the past, we have considered several approaches to remote deployment of Mach-Zehnder (two-path) interferometers. We shall now discuss an extension of two-path interferometry, that is adaptable to serial multiplexing of significant numbers of remote phase sensors, and present some preliminary laboratory results. The new approach has the particular advantages that only fiber sensor elements are remotely deployed, not the reference elements, and that stabilization-demodulation techniques, that were previously developed for Mach-Zehnder interferometry, are applicable. (ref 1, ref 2)

SLIDE 1

This is our preferred approach to a remotely deployed fiber phase sensor. Light is transmitted by a single mode fiber lead, that is butt-coupled to the sensor. The fiber sensor is coated at its junction to the fiber lead to partially reflect incident light; its termination may be fully reflecting. The initial mutual coherence of the two reflected beams of light re-entering the fiber lead is low; a time delay is introduced between the beams by the double pass through the sensor. Light from the phase sensor is returned by means of the fiber lead through a 3 dB junction to an interferometer, the two paths of which are made unequal in length, so that the path difference compensates the time delay between the two back-reflected beams. Although the remote sensor is a Fabry-Perot configuration, the compensator is of Mach-Zehnder form. This arrangement facilitates the recombination of two beams from the remote sensor so as to create the equivalent of one extended equal path two-beam interferometer. The light source either is continuous of low intrinsic coherence length or is pulsed. In the latter case, the pulse length must be less than the path difference between the two beams returned from the interferometer. For each pulse transmission the initially received return pulse from the partial reflector via the short compensator path provides an intensity reference to light that enters the sensor element. The second received pulse is the coherent summation of the two reflected beams. A third intensity pulse is received from the full reflector via the long compensation path. Either feedback-homodyne or heterodyne detection is possible.

SLIDE 2

The basic interferometric technique that utilizes a compensating Mach-Zehnder interferometer in conjunction with a remote sensor element can be applied in various ways. This is a diagram of an alternative that we implemented with discrete optical components in our initial exploration of the compensating interferometer. Linearly polarized light was obtained from an He-Ne laser operating at .63 um. By polarization means we achieve low mutual coherence and efficient recombination of reflected beams from the continuous light source. The path difference between reflections from partially and totally reflecting mirrors of the remote cavity was 4 meters; orthogonally polarized beams from initial and terminating reflectors of the remote cavity (that incorporates a quarter-wave plate) are directed by a polarizing beam splitter respectively to long and short paths of the compensator. A half-wave
plate in the long path restores a common polarization to the beams prior to
detection. Signals from the remote cavity were observed by means of a
spectrum analyzer in DC to 1000 Hz. The typical threshold system noise level
was -100 dB/Hz (10^-5 radian). Implementation in fibers would require
maintenance of the two orthogonal polarization modes.

SLIDE 3

This is the diagram of an all fiber remote cavity implementation that we
now are investigating in the laboratory. The light source is, a He-Ne laser.
The fiber is a single mode at .63 μm, with 4 μm core diameter and .12
numerical aperture. The length, L1, of the fiber sensor is 50 meters. The
light detector is an RCA APD. A low frequency feedback signal may be applied
to the second PZT in the compensator to stabilize the interferometer in
quadrature. In our initial laboratory study of the basic interferometer -
compensator phenomenon, the partial reflecting junction was replaced by a 3 dB
coupler, and the end of the fiber lead was silver coated to create a Michelson
configuration. The path difference between front and rear mirrors remains 50
meters.

SLIDE 4

This is an oscilloscope display of the three discrete pulses returned
from the remote sensor to the light detector via the compensating
interferometer. The time scale is 200 ns/div. It is a direct output, by-
passing the boxcar. The 100 ns pulses are separated by 500 ns (transit time
through 100 meters of fiber). The outer pulses are returns from front and
back reflectors of the remote sensor. The middle fuzzy pulse, a time average
over one second, shows interference between pulses from front and back
reflectors.

SLIDE 5

The time scale here is increased to 250 ns/div. The pulse width now is
500 ns, closing the gap between the three received pulses. Again notice the
blurred second pulse, showing interference between the two reflected beams.

SLIDE 6

The time scale here is 500 ns/div. The pulse length (approximately 700
ns) now is greater than the time delay in the sensor or in the compensator.
Consequently we observe the following complex interference phenomenon
comprised of interference of each reflected pulse with itself through the two
paths of the compensator, and cross interference of the two reflected pulses
from the sensor, as in the previous displays. Proceeding from the left we
have the intensity of the pulse from the first reflection via the short path
in the compensator. We then have (narrow fuzzy peak) the superposition of the
first pulse via the short compensator path, the first pulse via the long
compensator path, and the pulse from the second reflection via the short
compensator path. In the center we have, as before, interference of the first
pulse via long path and second pulse via short path. We then have another
narrow fuzzy peak, the superposition of first pulse via long path, second
pulse via short path, and second pulse via long path. On the right is the
intensity of the second pulse transmitted through the compensator via the long
path.
SLIDE 7

The time scale is now 500 nsec/div. The pulse width is just less than 500 nsec. The interval between pulses is 1500 nsec.

SLIDE 8

This is a spectrum analyzer display of a 0.5 radian, 400 Hz, signal. No stabilization was applied. Noise level was in the 10^-3 to 10^-4 radian range. Signal/Noise ratio was limited by available light in this preliminary work.

SLIDE 9

We show here the application of the compensating interferometer to a serial array of fiber phase sensors. The phase modulation attributable to the interval between successive junctions is measured. The reflection of pulses from the initial junction, Jo, provides a reference to intensity modulation by the lead (assuming a stable light source). The function of the electronic box labeled "demodulate" is to provide serial-to-parallel switching, averaging over several pulses, and demodulation by the heterodyne means.

Dakin and his coworkers at Plessey have demonstrated such an array of sensors accessed by two mutually coherent pulses. (ref 3) The proposed technique should be much less sensitive to phase noise of the laser, since the two beams of the interferometer are matched in optical path length. We learned after submitting the summary of this paper that they suggested a technique of compensation similar to ours at the Stuttgart meeting last September, (ref. 4) as an improvement over their original double pulse device; however, they did not have laboratory results.

SLIDE 10

The sensor architecture may consist alternatively of discrete sensors, with time delay differentials between sensors provided by progressively increasing lengths of fiber leads from the sensor to a junction; at the junction the discrete leads connect to one fiber, into which signals are serially multiplexed. Both serial and parallel configurations, in principle, may be implemented either with broadband continuous source or with a pulsed source. By dichroic filtering within the sensor arrays, multiplexing by wavelength of light rather than by time could be achieved. Separation into parallel channels would be done after time delay compensation, and before light detection.

SLIDE 11

We have described a versatile technique, time delay compensation, for measuring phase modulation in remote phase sensors, and have discussed our preliminary laboratory investigation. The light source may be continuous or pulsed. The sensors may be acoustic, static pressure, temperature, magnetic, or combinations of these, all operated from one central location. Potentially, large numbers of phase sensors, powered from one or more light sources may be accessed serially and/or by multiple parallel leads.
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